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Abstract. This paper presents a new scumulative constraint which generalizes 
the original cumulative constraint in different ways. The two most important as-
pects consist in permitting multiple cumulative resources as well as negative 
heights for the resource consumption of the tasks. This allows modeling in an 
easy way new scheduling and planning problems. The introduction of negative 
heights has forced us to come up with new propagation algorithms and to revisit 
existing ones. The first propagation algorithm is derived from an idea called 
sweep which is extensively used in computational geometry; the second algo-
rithm is based on a combination of sweep and constructive disjunction, while 
the last is a generalization of task intervals to this new context. A real-life time-
tabling problem originally motivated this constraint which was implemented 
within the SICStus finite domain solver and evaluated against different problem 
patterns. 
1  Introduction 
Within the constraint community, the cumulative constraint was originally introduced 
in [1] in order to model scheduling problems where one has to deal with a single 
resource of limited capacity. It has the following definition: 
[ ] [ ] [ ]( )LimitHeightHeightDurationDurationOriginOrigin nnn ,,..,,,..,,,..,cumulative 111 , (1) 
where [ ]nOriginOrigin ,..,1 , [ ]nDurationDuration ,..,1  and [ ]nHeightHeight ,..,1  are 
non-empty lists of non-negative domain variables1, and Limit  is a non-negative inte-
ger. The cumulative constraint holds if the following condition is true: 
∑
+<≤
≤∈∀
jjj DurationOriginiOriginj
j LimitHeighti
|
  . (2) 
From an interpretation point of view, the cumulative  constraint matches the single 
resource-scheduling problem [14], where nOriginOrigin ,..,1  correspond to the start of 
each task, nDurationDuration ,..,1  to the duration of each task, and nHeightHeight ,..,1  to 
                                                           
1
 A domain variable is a variable that ranges over a finite set of integers. The statement 
Var::min..max, where min and max are two integers such that min is less than or equal to 
max, creates a domain variable Var for which the initial domain is made up from all values 
between min and max inclusive. 
the amount of resource used by each task. The cumulative  constraint specifies that, at 
any instant i , the summation of the amount of resource of the tasks that overlap i , 
does not exceed Limit . 
Over the past years the cumulative constraint was progressively integrated within 
most of the current constraints systems [10], [11], [20], and extended by introducing 
elastic [11] or continuous [16] resource consumption. It was also used with success as 
an essential component of a large number of real-life applications involving resource 
constraints. However, feedback resulting from handling industrial problems has 
pointed out several serious modeling limitations. Perhaps the most serious limitation 
concerns the fact that quite often we have more that one cumulative resource [2]. 
Planning problems [3], [5] also require dealing with tasks for which we don’t know 
the resource in advance. A second major restriction concerns the fact that the amount 
of resource used by each task is non-negative. By allowing both negative and positive 
values for the amount of resource used by a task we open the scumulative constraint to 
producer-consumer problems where a given set of tasks has to cover another set of 
tasks (i.e. a demand profile). A major modeling advantage comes from the fact that 
the profile to cover does not necessarily need to be completely fixed in advance which 
is actually the case for current approaches. 
For all the previously mentioned reasons, we present a new constraint called, 
scumulative , which generalizes the original cumulative constraint in 4 different ways: 
− First, it allows expressing the fact that we have several cumulative resources and 
that each task has to be assigned to one of these resources. 
− Second, the amount of resource used by each task is a domain variable which can 
take positive or negative values. 
− Third, one can either enforce the cumulated consumption to be less than or equal, 
or greater than or equal to a given level. 
− Finally, on a given resource, the previous constraint on the cumulated resource 
consumption holds only for those time-points that are overlapped by at least 1 task. 
The next section introduces the scumulative constraint as well as several typical 
utilizations. Sect. 3 provides a detailed description of the main propagation algorithm. 
It also gives the flavor of an algorithm which combines sweep and constructive dis-
junction in order to derive additional pruning. Finally the last section presents the first 
experimental results on a large selection of typical patterns of the scumulative con-
straint. 
2  The cumulatives Constraint 
The scumulative constraint has the form ( )ConstraintResourcesTasks ,,scumulative , where: 
− Tasks is a collection of tasks where each task has a Machine , an Origin , a 
Duration , a Height  and an End  attribute; Duration  is a non-strictly negative do-
main variable, while Machine , Origin , Height  and End  are domain variables 
which may be negative, positive or zero. 
− Resources  is a collection of resources where each resource has an Identifier  and a 
given Limit ; the Identifier  and Limit  attributes are fixed integers which may be 
negative, positive or zero; Moreover the Identifier  is a unique value for each re-
source; the Machine  attribute of a task is a domain variable for which the possible 
values correspond to values of the Identifier  attribute. 
− Constraint  is the less or equal (i.e. ≤) or the greater or equal (i.e. ≥) constraint. 
In the rest of this paper we denote by C  the number of items of a collection C  
and [ ]ia  the value of the attribute a  of the i th item of collection C . 
The scumulative constraint holds if the two following conditions are both true: 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]tEndtDurationtOriginTaskst =+∈∀ :,1 . (3) 
[ ]Taskst ,1∈∀ , [ ] [ ][ ]1, −∈∀ tEndtOrigini : 
Let m  be the unique value such that: [ ] [ ]mIdentifiertMachine = , 
[ ]( )
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
[ ]mLimitConstraintjHeight
tMachinejMachine
jEndijOriginj
∑
⎩⎨
⎧
=
<≤|
. (4) 
Condition (3) imposes for each task t  the fact that its end is equal to the sum of its 
origin and its duration. When Constraint  is equal to ≤ (respectively ≥), Condition (4) 
enforces that, for each instant i  that is overlapped by at least one task t , such that t  
is assigned to resource m , the sum of the Height  attribute of all tasks j , that both are 
assigned on resource m  and overlap instant i , is less or equal (respectively greater or 
equal) than the Limit 2 attribute of resource m . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Typical uses of the scumulative constraint 
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 When Constraint is equal to ≥ (respectively ≤), the Limit  attribute should be interpreted as 
the minimum level to reach on a given resource (respectively the maximum capacity of a 
given resource). 
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Fig. 1 gives 8 ground instances3 of scumulative , all related to a typical utilization of 
the constraint. Each resource is represented as a drawing where the horizontal and the 
vertical axes respectively correspond to the time and to the amount of used resource. 
A task is represented as a rectangle for which the length and the height respectively 
match the duration and the absolute value of the amount of resource used by the task. 
The position of the leftmost part of a rectangle on the time axis is the start of the task. 
Tasks with positive or negative heights are respectively drawn on top or below the 
time axis, so that we can look both to the cumulated resource consumption of the 
tasks with a positive height and to the cumulated consumption of the tasks with a 
negative height. Finally the Constraint  parameter and the Limit  attribute are men-
tioned to the right of each resource. 
− Part (A) is the classical original cumulative constraint described in [1]. In the 
Resources  parameter we have introduced one single resource, which has value 1 as 
identifier and 4 as its maximum capacity. 
− Part (B) is an extension of the original cumulative constraint where we have more 
than one single resource. 
− Part (C) is the at least variant of the cumulative constraint available in CHIP. This 
variant enforces to reach a minimum level between the first4 and the last5 utiliza-
tion of the resource. In order to express the previous condition we create a dummy 
task of height 0 (represented by the thick line between instants 2 and 5) for which 
the start and the end respectively correspond to the earliest start and to the latest 
end of the different tasks to schedule. For this purpose we respectively use a mini-
mum and maximum6 constraints [6]. 
− Part (D) is a new variant of the previous case where the “at least” constraint ap-
plies only for the instants that are overlapped by at least one task. 
− Part (E) is a producer-consumer problem [18] where tasks 1,2 represent producers, 
while tasks 3,4 are consumers. On one side, a producer task starts at the earliest 
start and produces a quantity equal to its height at a date that corresponds to its 
end. On the other side, a consumer task ends at the latest end and consumes a quan-
tity equal to its height at a date that matches its start. The resource can be inter-
preted as a tank in which one adds or removes at specific points in time various 
quantities. The scumulative constraint enforces that, at each instant, one does not 
consume more than what is currently available in the tank. 
− Part (F) is a generalization of the previous producer-consumer problem where we 
have two tanks. As for the previous example the scumulative constraint enforces no 
negative stocks on both tanks. 
− Part (G) describes a covering problem where one has to cover a given workload by 
a set of tasks. The workload can be interpreted as the number of persons required 
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 Ground instances correspond to solutions of the scumulative constraint. However one should 
keep in mind that all the attributes of a task may not be fixed when the constraint is posted. 
4
 The minimum of the earliest start of the tasks. 
5
 The maximum minus one of the latest end of the tasks. 
6
 The minimum(M,{X1,..,Xn})  (respectively maximum(M,{X1,..,Xn}) constraint holds if M is 
the minimum (respectively maximum) value of variables X1,..,Xn. 
during specific time intervals, while a task can be interpreted as the work per-
formed by a group of persons. The height of the initially fixed tasks (i.e. tasks 1 
and 2) that represent the workload is modelled with negative numbers, while the 
height of the tasks related to the persons (i.e. tasks 3,4,5,6) is positive. The cover-
ing constraint is imposed by the fact that, at each point in time, 
the scumulative constraint enforces the cumulated height, of the tasks that overlap 
this point, to be greater than or equal to 0: at each point in time the number of 
available persons should be greater than or equal to the required demand expressed 
by the work-load to cover. A thick line indicates the cumulated profile resulting 
from the negative and positive heights. 
− Finally, part (H) generalizes (G) by introducing 2 distinct workloads to cover. 
3 Propagation Algorithms 
The purpose of this section is to introduce two algorithms used for implementing 
the scumulative constraint. The first algorithm, based on the idea of sweep, is required 
for checking7 the constraint and for doing some basic pruning, while the second algo-
rithm performs additional pruning by using constructive disjunction [12], [19]. We 
have also generalized task intervals [4], [11], [13] to the case where negative resource 
consumption (i.e. production of resource) is also allowed. Since the “at least” and “at 
most” sides of the scumulative constraint are symmetric, we only focus on the “at 
least” side8 where the constraint enforces for each resource to reach a given minimum 
level. 
Before going further into the presentation of the algorithms, let us first introduce 
some notions which will be used in the different algorithms. A task t  of origin 
[ ]tOrigin  and end [ ]tEnd  has a compulsory part9 [15] if its latest start [ ]( )tOriginmax  
is strictly less than it earliest end [ ]( )tEndmin . For such a task, we call support of the 
compulsory part the interval [ ]( ) [ ]( )[ ]1min,max −tEndtOrigin . 
Within the different algorithms, this set of functions access domain variables: 
− ( )varmin  and ( )varmax  respectively return the minimum and maximum value of a 
given domain variable var . 
− ISINT( var ) returns 1 if the variable var  is fixed, and 0 otherwise. 
− FIXVAR( valvar, ) fixes variable var  to value val . 
− REMOVEVALUEVAR( valvar, ) removes value val  from the domain variable var . 
                                                           
7
 It is based on a necessary condition that is also sufficient when all the attributes of the differ-
ent tasks are fixed. 
8
 To get the algorithm for the “at most” side one has to replace in the forthcoming algorithms 
“max(Height[t])” by “min(Height[t])”, “max(Height[t])<” by “min(Height[t])>”, “<Limit[r]” 
by “>Limit[r]”,  “≥Limit[r]” by “≤Limit[r]”,  “ADJUSTMINVAR(Height[t]” by “ADJUSTMAX-
VAR(Height[t]” and “max(0,Limit[r])” by “min(0,Limit[r])”. 
9
 When Constraint is equal to ≥ (respectively ≤), the compulsory part of a task t is the maxi-
mum (respectively minimum) resource consumption of that task together with the interval 
[max(Origin[t]),min(End[t])−1]. 
− ADJUSTMINVAR( valvar, ) and ADJUSTMAXVAR( valvar, ) respectively adjust the 
minimum and maximum value of a given domain variable var  to value val . 
− PRUNEINTERVALVAR( uplowvar ,, ) removes the interval of values [ ]uplow,  from a 
given domain variable var . 
The last five functions return fail  if a contradiction was found (i.e. the domain of 
the pruned variable var  becomes empty), or return delay  otherwise. 
3.1 The Sweep Algorithm 
The sweep algorithm is based on an idea that is widely used in computational geome-
try and that is called sweep [8, page 22], [17, pages 10-11]. Within constraint pro-
gramming, sweep has also been used in [7] for implementing different variants of the 
non-overlapping constraint. 
In dimension 2, a plane sweep algorithm solves a problem by moving a vertical 
line from left to right. The algorithm uses two data structures: 
− A data structure called the sweep-line status, which contains some information 
related to the current position ∆ of the vertical line, 
− A data structure named the event point series, which holds the events to process, 
ordered in increasing order according to the abscissa. 
The algorithm initializes the sweep-line status for the starting position of the verti-
cal line. Then the line “jumps” from event to event; each event is handled and inserted 
or removed from the sweep-line status. In our context, the sweep-line scans the time 
axis on a given resource r  in order to build an optimistic10 cumulated profile (i.e. the 
sweep-line status) for that resource r  and to perform check and pruning according to 
this profile and to the limit attribute of resource r . This process is repeated for each 
resource present in the second argument of the scumulative constraint. Before going 
further into any detail, let us first give the intuition of the sweep algorithm on the 
simple case where all tasks are fixed. 
Consider the illustrative example given in Fig. 2, which is associated to instance 
(D) of Fig. 1. Since all the tasks of the previous constraint are fixed, we want to check 
that, for each time point i where there is at least one task, the cumulated height of the 
tasks that overlap i is greater than or equal to 2. The sweep-line status records the 
following counters heightsum _  and tasknb _ , which are initially set to 0; 
heightsum _  is the sum of the height of the tasks that overlap the current position ∆ of 
the sweep-line, while tasknb _  is the number of such tasks. 
Since we don’t want to check every time-point, the event points correspond only to 
the start and to the end of each task: 
− For the start of each task t we generate a start-event, which will respectively in-
crement by [ ]tHeight  and 1 the two previous counters heightsum _  and tasknb _ . 
− For the end of each task t we generate an end-event, which will respectively dec-
rement by [ ]tHeight  and 1 heightsum _  and tasknb _ . 
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 Since the constraint enforces to reach a given minimum level, we assume that hopefully, 
each task will take its maximum height. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Illustrative example of the sweep algorithm when all tasks are fixed 
We initially generate all these events, sort them in increasing order and finally 
handle them as explained before. Each time we finish to handle all the events associ-
ated to a given date, and only when tasknb _  is strictly greater than 0, we check that 
heightsum _  is greater than or equal to the required minimum level. 
The next paragraph introduces the sweep-line status and the event points we con-
sider when the tasks are not yet fixed, while Sect. 3.1.2 explains how to prune the 
attributes of the tasks according to the sweep-line status. 
3.1.1 Checking for Failure 
Given that we want to catch situations where, for sure there is no solution to 
the scumulative constraint, the sweep algorithm assumes that each task will take its 
maximum height11 in order to facilitate to reach the required minimum level. For a 
given resource r , let us first introduce the following sets that will be used later on: 
− CHECKr is the set of tasks, that simultaneously have a compulsory part, are as-
signed to r , and have a maximum height that is strictly less than [ ]( )rLimit,0max . 
− BADr is the set of tasks, that have a compulsory part, are assigned to resource r  
and have a strictly negative maximum height. 
− GOODr is the set of tasks, that may be, or are actually assigned to resource r  and 
have a maximum height that is strictly greater than 0. 
Time-Points to Check    Since the scumulative constraint considers only those in-
stants where there is at least one task, the sweep algorithm has to perform a check 
only for those instants, that correspond to the support of the compulsory part of a task 
assigned to resource r . Moreover no check is required for those instants where we 
only have compulsory part of tasks for which the maximum height is greater than or 
equal to [ ]( )rLimit,0max . This is because the cumulated maximum height of such 
tasks will always be greater than or equal to the minimum required level [ ]rLimit . A 
first counter called rtasknb _  is associated to the sweep-line status of resource r . It 
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 Remember that we present the “at least” side where, for each resource, the scumulative con-
straint enforces to reach a given minimum level. 
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gives the number of tasks of the set CHECKr for which the compulsory part intersects 
the current position ∆ of the sweep-line. 
Building the Optimistic Profile       For a given resource r , the optimistic cumulated 
profile is obtained by considering two kinds of contributions: 
− The contributions of the tasks that belong to the set BADr; since their maximum 
height is strictly negative, the contribution of these tasks in the cumulated profile is 
bad from the point of view of the minimum level to reach. This is why we count 
such contribution only for those instants where it occurs for sure, that is for the 
support of the compulsory part of such tasks. 
− The contributions of the tasks that belong to GOODr; since it is strictly positive, 
the contributions in height of these tasks in the cumulated profile can help to reach 
the required minimum level. This is why, it is counted for all instants where such a 
task can be placed, that is between its earliest start and its latest end. 
The sum of the previous contributions is recorded in a second counter, denoted 
rheightsum_ , which is also associated to the status of the sweep-line corresponding to 
resource r . It gives for the current position of the sweep-line, the sum of the maxi-
mum height of the tasks t that satisfy one of the following conditions: 
− Task t belongs to BADr and [ ]( ) [ ]( )tEndtOrigin minmax <∆≤ , 
− Task t belongs to GOODr and [ ]( ) [ ]( )tEndtOrigin maxmin <∆≤ . 
Recording the Tasks to Prune     In order to prepare the pruning phase we store 
the tasks that can intersect in time the current position ∆ of the sweep line. For this 
purpose the sweep-line status contains an additional stack 
[ ]rr prunetopprunestack _..1_ 12 that records these tasks. 
Table 1. Summary of the different types of events 
  Conditions for Generating an Event             Generated Events 
max(Origin[t]) < min(End[t])  and  max(Height[t]) < max(0,Limit[r]) 
and  min(Machine[t]) = max(Machine[t]) = r 
〈check, t, max(Origin[t]), 1〉 
〈check, t, min(End[t]), -1〉 
max(Origin[t]) < min(End[t])  and 
min(Machine[t]) = max(Machine[t]) = r  and  max(Height[t]) < 0 
〈profile, t, max(Origin[t]), max(Height[t])〉 
〈profile, t, min(End[t]), −max(Height[t])〉 
r∈Machine[t]  and  max(Height[t]) > 0 〈profile, t, min(Origin[t]), max(Height[t])〉 
〈profile, t, max(End[t]), −max(Height[t])〉 
r∈Machine[t]  and   ¬(ISINT(Origin[t]) and ISINT(End[t]) and 
                                      ISINT(Machine[t]) and ISINT(Height[t])) 
〈pruning, t, min(Origin[t]), 0〉13 
Updating the Sweep-Line Status     Table 1 depicts the events that update the dif-
ferent constituents of the sweep-line status introduced so far. We respectively call 
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 rprunetop _  indicates how many tasks are recorded within the array rprunestack _ [ ] . 
13
 There is no event for removing the tasks that can’t be pruned any more (i.e. the tasks that 
can’t intersect the current position of the sweep-line); this is achieved by the pruning proce-
dure itself by compacting the stack rprunestack _ . 
check , profile  or pruning  event, an event modifying rtasknb _ , rheightsum_  or 
[ ]rr prunetopprunestack _..1_ . We choose to encode these events by using the follow-
ing fields incrementdatetasktype ,,, , where: 
− type  tells whether we have a check , a profile  or a pruning  event; in case of a 
pruning
 event the content of the slot increment  is irrelevant, 
− task  indicates the task which generate the event, 
− date  specifies the location in time of the event, 
− increment  gives the quantity to add to rtasknb _  or to rheightsum_ . 
The Sweep Algorithm     The previous events are initially generated and sorted in 
increasing order of their respective date. For each date, Algorithm 1 (lines 9, 10) 
process all the corresponding events; in addition when rtasknb _  is different from 0 it 
checks that the height rheightsum_  of the optimistic cumulated profile is greater than 
or equal to the minimum level of resource r  (lines 7, 12). 
 1 Set nb_taskr, sum_heightr and top_pruner to 0.  
 2 Extract the next event &〈type,task,date,increment〉.14 
 3 Set d to date. 
 4 while  〈type,task,date,increment〉≠NULL  do 
 5  if  type≠pruning  then 
 6   if  d≠date  then 
 7    if  nb_taskr>0  and  sum_heightr<Limit[r]  then  return  fail. 
 8    Set d to date. 
 9   if  type=check  then  Add increment to nb_taskr  else  Add increment to sum_heightr 
10  else  Set top_pruner to top_pruner+1  and  set  stack_pruner[top_pruner] to task. 
11  Extract the next event &〈type,task,date,increment〉. 
12 if  nb_taskr>0  and  sum_heightr<Limit[r]  then  return  fail. 
Alg. 1. Main loop of the sweep algorithm on a resource r 
3.1.2 Pruning the Attributes of a Task 
 1 if  nb_taskr=0  or  sum_heightr−contribution[t]
15
 ≥ Limit[r]  then  return  delay. 
 2 if    FIXVAR(Machine[t], r)=fail 
 3 or  ADJUSTMINVAR(Origin[t], up−max(Duration[t])+1)=fail 
 4 or  ADJUSTMAXVAR(Origin[t], low)=fail 
 5 or  ADJUSTMAXVAR(End[t], low+ max(Duration[t]))=fail 
 6 or  ADJUSTMINVAR(End[t], up+1)=fail 
 7 or  ADJUSTMINVAR(Duration[t], min(up−max(Origin[t])+1, min(End[t])−low))=fail  then  return  fail. 
Alg. 2. Pruning the attributes of task t in order to enforce to cover an interval [low,up] 
At each position of the sweep-line related to resource r  we perform the three follow-
ing kind of pruning16 of the attributes of the tasks that both can be assigned to re-
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 We assume that we get a pointer to an event. 
15
 contribution[t] stands for the saved maximum height of task t that was added to sum_heightr. 
16
 These three types of pruning are inserted just after line 7 and line 12 of Algorithm 1. 
source r  and can overlap the interval [low,up] where low and up+1 are respectively 
the current and the next position of the sweep-line: 
− A first pruning is tried out for those tasks t with a maximum height greater than 0 
(Algorithm 2). It consist in pruning the Machine, Origin, End and Duration attrib-
utes of those tasks which are absolutely required (line 1) in order to reach a given 
minimum level [ ]rLimit  on interval [low,up]. More precisely we fix the Machine 
attribute to resource r  (line 2), and prune the minimum and maximum values of 
the Origin and End attributes (lines 3-6) in order to remove values for which there 
is no way to cover all instants of interval [low,up]. We also adjust the minimum 
duration (line 7) for a similar reason. 
− A second pruning is undertaken for those tasks with a maximum height strictly less 
than [ ]( )rLimit,0max  (Algorithm 3). It consists in pruning the Machine, Origin, 
End and Duration attributes of those tasks t which would prevent to reach the 
minimum required level (line 1) on interval [low,up] if they would simultaneously 
overlap the previous interval and utilize resource r . For such tasks we first forbid 
to assign them on resource r  if they overlap for sure interval [low,up] (lines 2-3). 
Conversely, if they are assigned to r  we prune the Origin, End and Duration at-
tributes in order to prevent any overlapping with interval [low,up] (lines 4-9). 
 1 if   sum_heightr−contribution[t]+ max(Height[t]) < Limit[r]  then 
 2  if  min(End[t])>low  and  max(Origin[t])≤ up  and  min(Duration[t])>0  then 
 3   if  REMOVEVALUEVAR(Machine[t], r)=fail then  return  fail. 
 4  else if  ISINT(Machine[t])17  then 
 5   if  min(Duration[t])>0  then 
 6    if  PRUNEINTERVALVAR(Origin[t], low−min(Duration[t])+1, up)=fail 
 7    or PRUNEINTERVALVAR(End[t], low+1, up+min(Duration[t]))=fail  then  return  fail. 
 8   Set maxd to max(low−min(Origin[t]), max(End[t])−up−1, 0). 
 9   if  ADJUSTMAXVAR(Duration[t]), maxd)=fail  then  return  fail. 
Alg. 3. Pruning the attributes of task t in order to forbid to intersect an interval [low,up] 
− Finally a third pruning (Algorithm 4) is performed for all tasks t that are assigned 
to resource r  (line 1) and that overlap for sure interval [low,up] (line 2). It consists 
in removing from the Height attribute those values which would prevent to reach 
the minimum required level on interval [low,up] (line 3). 
 1 if       ISINT(Machine[t]) 
 2 and  min(End[t])>low  and  max(Origin[t])<up  and  min(Duration[t])>0  then 
 3  if  ADJUSTMINVAR(Height[t], Limit[r]−(sum_heightr−contribution[t]))=fail  then  return  fail. 
Alg. 4. Pruning the minimum resource consumption of task t according to interval [low,up] 
A Complete Illustrative Example of Pruning     Let us illustrate the previous 
pruning rules on the instance given in Example 1, where all the 3 types of pruning 
occur simultaneously. Lines 1 and 2 declare the minimum and maximum value for 
each attribute of the tasks. Lines 3 to 6 state a scumulative constraint where we have 
two tasks 1t  and 2t  (see lines 3,4) and two resources (see lines 5,6). The third argu-
ment indicates that we have to reach a given minimum level on those 2 resources. 
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 Since by hypothesis we only try to prune tasks that can be assigned to resource r, the test 
ISINT(Machine[t]) means that task t is actually assigned to resource r. 
1. M1::1..1   O1::1..2   D1::2..4   E1::3..6   H1::-1..1 
2. M2::1..2   O2::0..6   D2::0..2   E2::0..8   H2::-3..4 
3. cumulatives({machine- M1  origin- O1  duration- D1  end- E1  height- H1, 
4.              machine- M2  origin- O2  duration- D2  end- E2  height- H2}, 
5.             {identifier-1  limit-4, 
6.              identifier-2  limit-3}, ≥) 
Example 1. An instance that triggers the three different types of pruning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Pruning according to the optimistic profile 
When inspecting interval [ ]2,2  while making the first sweep on resource 1 (see part 
(A) of Fig. 3), we have { }11 tCHECK = , =1BAD ∅, { }211 ,ttGOOD =  and the sweep-line 
status is as follows: ,1_ 1 =tasknb 5_ 1 =heightsum . The contributions of tasks 1t  and 
2t  in the optimistic profile are respectively equal to their maximum height, namely 1 
and 4. Since task 1t  is assigned to resource 1 and has a compulsory part on interval 
[ ]2,2 , we have to reach the required minimum level 4 on interval [ ]2,2 . Because 2t  is 
the only candidate that can help to reach this minimum level 4, Algorithm 2 performs 
the pruning mentioned in the first six lines of part (B) in order to force 2t  both to be 
assigned to resource 1 and to overlap interval [ ]2,2 . Since now tasks 1t  and 2t  are 
both assigned to resource 1, and overlap for sure interval [ ]2,2 , Algorithm 4 adjusts 
the minimum height of 1t  and 2t  (see the last 2 lines of part (B)) in order to reach the 
minimum required level 4. 
A second sweep on resource 1 (see part (C) of Fig. 3) is performed in order to satu-
rate and part (D) describes the corresponding pruning. 
 
M2  = 1 (line 2 of Algorithm 2) 
min(O2)  ≥ 1 (line 3 of Algorithm 2) 
max(O2) ≤ 2 (line 4 of Algorithm 2) 
max(E2)  ≤ 4 (line 5 of Algorithm 2) 
min(E2)  ≥ 3 (line 6 of Algorithm 2) 
min(D2)  ≥ 1 (line 7 of Algorithm 2) 
min(H2)  ≥ 3 (line 3 of Algorithm 4) 
min(H1)  ≥ 0 (line 3 of Algorithm 4) 
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(A) Optimistic profile during first sweep on resource 1 (B) Pruning according to interval [2,2] on resource 1 
[5,7]∉E1 (line 7 of Algorithm 3) 
max(D1)  ≤ 3 (line 9 of Algorithm 3) 
(C) Optimistic profile during second sweep on resource 1 (D) Pruning according to interval [4,5] on resource 1 
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• nb_task=1 
• sum_height=5 
 
• nb_task=0 
• sum_height=1 
≥ 4 
≥ 4 
Complexity of the Sweep Algorithm     Let m  be the number of resources, n  the 
total number of tasks and p  the number of tasks for which at least one attribute is not 
fixed. First note that updating the sweep-line status and performing the pruning ac-
tions (Algorithms 2, 3 and 4) 18 is done in ( )1O . Second, given that a task can generate 
at most 7 events (see Table 1), the total number of events is proportional to the num-
ber of tasks n . Since we first sort all these events and scan through them in order to 
update the sweep-line status the complexity of the check procedure on a resource is 
( )nnO log⋅ . As the total number of calls to the pruning algorithms is less than or equal 
to the total number of events and since during a pruning step we consider at most p  
tasks, the complexity of the pruning on a resource is ( )pnO ⋅ . As we have m  re-
sources, the overall complexity of the sweep algorithm is ( )pnmnnmO ⋅⋅+⋅⋅ log . 
3.2 Additional Pruning Algorithms 
A second algorithm based on constructive disjunction [12], [19] and on some of the 
propagation rules (lines 5-9 of Algorithm 3 and lines 2-3 of Algorithm 4) of the pre-
vious pruning algorithms was implemented. For a not yet assigned task, it consists 
first in making the hypothesis that it is assigned on its possible resources and in per-
forming the mentioned pruning rules. In a second phase we remove those values that 
were rejected in all the previous hypotheses. Finally we mention that we have gener-
alized task intervals [11] to the facts that we both have negative heights and more 
than one machine. 
4  Experimental Results 
Benchmark Description   As it was already shown in Sect. 2, the scumulative  con-
straint can model a large number of situations. Rather than focusing on a specific 
problem type, we tried to get some insight of the practical behavior of the sweep 
algorithm on a large spectrum of problem patterns. For this purpose we generated 576 
different problems patterns by combining the possible ways to generate a problem 
instance as shown by Table 2. 
For each problem pattern we generated 20 random instances with a fixed density 
for the resource consumption and computed the median time for running a limited 
discrepancy search of order 1 for 50, 100, 150 and 200 tasks. Benchmarks were run 
on a 266 Mhz Pentium II processor under Linux with a version of SICStus Prolog 
compiled with gcc version 2.95.2 (-O2). Our experiments were performed by fixing 
the tasks according to their initial ordering; within a task, we successively fixed the 
resource consumption, the machine, the origin and the duration attributes. 
Analysis   Parts (A) and (B) of Fig. 4 report on the best, median and worst patterns 
when most of the tasks are not fixed as well as when most of the tasks are fixed. A 
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 We assume that all operations on domain variables are performed in ( )1O . 
problem pattern is denoted by a tuple MachineResourceDurationOrigin ,,,  where each 
position indicates the way to generate the corresponding characteristic. For instance 
part (A) tells us that, when all tasks are nearly free, the combination “random earliest 
start”, “variable small or large duration”, “positive or negative resource consumption” 
and “full set of machines” is the most time-consuming one. 
Finally parts (C) to (F) show for each way to generate a task attribute the total me-
dian time over all problem patterns that effectively use this given method divided by 
the number of problem patterns. For example, (D) gives the following ordering (in 
increasing time) for the different way to generate the duration attribute: “fixed small 
duration”, “variable small duration”, “fixed small or large duration”, “variable small 
or large duration”. 
Table 2. Generation of the characteristics of a problem pattern (assuming ≤ constraint) 
Characteristic   Ways to Generate the Different Characteristic of a Problem Pattern 
Origin 1 (full origin):      min=1, max19=horizon. 
2 (random earliest start):    min=random(1,0.9xhorizon)20 max=horizon. 
3 (fixed origin):      min=max=random(1,0.9xhorizon). 
( )durationminimumaverage21 ⋅⋅= hhhorizon  
otherwise5machine,oneif501 =h   otherwise1height,negativewithtasksexistif5.02 =h  
Duration 1 (fixed small duration):    min=max=random(0,10). 
2 (fixed small or large duration):   min=max=random(0,200). 
3 (variable small duration):    min=random(0,10), max=min+random(0,5) 
4 (variable small or large duration):  min=random(0,100), max=min+random(0,100) 
Resource 
consumption 
1 (fixed consumption):     min=max=random(0,10) 
2 (variable consumption):    min=random(0,7), max=min+random(0,5) 
3 (variable positive or negative consumption): min=random(-10,0), max=min+random(0,10) 
Machine 1 (single machine):     min=max=1 
2 (full set of machines):    min=1, max=10 
3 (subset of machines):    min=random(1,10), max=min+random(0,10) 
4 (fixed machine with several machines):  min=max=random(1,10) 
Task 1 (nearly fixed):      at most 5 tasks are not completely fixed 
2 (nearly free):      nearly all tasks are not fixed 
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 min and max stand for the minimum and maximum values of the domain variable for which 
we generate the initial domain. 
20
 random(low,up) stands for a random number r such that low≤r≤up. 
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Fig. 4. Performance evaluation of the sweep algorithm (each legend is ordered by decreasing runtime) 
5  Conclusion 
A first contribution of this paper is to come up with a definition of 
the scumulative constraint which for the first time completely unifies the “at most” and 
“at least” sides of the constraint. Surprisingly enough different variants of the “at 
least” side of the cumulative  constraint were introduced in different constraint systems 
but, to our best knowledge, nothing was published on this topic, and one may assume 
that distinct algorithms were used for the “at least” and the “at most” sides. In contrast 
our approach allows coming up with the same algorithm for both sides. Moreover this 
algorithm assumes neither the duration nor the resource consumption to be fixed, and 
provides pruning for all the different types of attributes of a task. A second major 
contribution from the modeling point of view, which was never considered before, 
neither in the constraint nor in the operation research community [9], [14], is the 
introduction of negative heights for the quantity of resource used by the tasks. This 
opens the scumulative constraint to new producer consumer problems [18] or to new 
problems where a set of tasks has to cover several given profiles, which may not be 
completely fixed initially. 
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